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ON FINITE INVARIANT MEASURES  FOR SETS  OF
MARKOV OPERATORS

S.  HOROWITZ1

Abstract. A. Brunei [1] proved that a Markovian operator P

has an invariant measure if and only if each convex combination of

iterates 2?=o an^" 's conservative. In the present paper this result is

generalized for any commutative semigroup of Markovian operators :

Let II be a semigroup ; there exists a common invariant measure for

II if and only if each convex combination 2™=i a-id>^ where

(?,}cll, is conservative.

1. Definitions and notations. Let (X, S, «2) be a finite measure space. A

Markov operator ? is a positive contraction on LX(X, 2, m) i.e., (i)

||P|| = 1, (ii) w=0=>«P=0. We shall use the notations of [3], so the op-

erator adjoint to P which is defined in Lx(m) will also be denoted by P to

the left side of the variable. Thus (uP, /)=(«, Pf), u e Lx(m),fe Lx(m).

We denote 2¿(P)={<4 eI,\PlA=l^a.e.}. If Pis conservative, then 2¿(P) is

a field.
Let us consider the commutative semigroup n of conservative Markov

operators. The invariant sets of II is the collection S¿=r)psn ^í(-P)-

Let Ft be the convex hull of U: (i) II di, (ii) {Pn}^R and Pn-^P in

operator norm then Pen. (iii) Px, P2 e Ft, 0<a, ß< 1 and a+/?= 1 then

a.P1-\-ßP2 e Ft. (iv) Ft is minimal under those conditions.

A measure p. is said to be invariant for II if pP=fi for every Pen.

Clearly, Ft is a semigroup and if ¡x is a finite invariant measure for U it is

invariant for II.

In this paper we prove that if there is no finite invariant measure for If

then there exists an operator Q e II such that the dissipative part of

Q, D=X. (For definitions see [3].)

Remark. In [1] it is proved for n = {P"}, where P is a given Markov

operator, that if it has no finite invariant measures, then there exists

Q e IT, such that the dissipative part of Q, D^0.
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2. Conservative operators and invariant measures.

Lemma 2.1. If there are no finite invariant measures for II, then there

exists {Pn}cft and 0^feLx(m) such that 2«=1 PnfE L„(m).

Proof. In [4] it is proved that if there exists no finite invariant measure

then there exists O^g e Lœ(m) such that inf{j Pg dm\P e II}=0. Hence

by slight modifications of the proof of Lemma C, Chapter IV of [3], or of

the more elegant proof of this lemma which appears in [2], Lemma 2.1

can be proved.

Let us define the space:

(2.1) L = spn{(I-P)Lx(m)\Pen}.

The orthogonal complement of L is

(2.2) L1 = {veLl(m)\ vP = vVPeTl}.

A* (m) is the space of the charges (finitely additive measures). If PI = 1, as.

it is in the conservative case, then vP—v implies v+P=v+. Define:

(2.3) M= {veLl(m)\ v !> 0, \\v\\ = 1, vP = r VP e It}.

It is easy to show that :

(2.4) feLo(v,f) = 0,       veM.

Lemma 2.2. If there exists no finite invariant measures for YI, then there

exists O^f^-0 such thatfe L.

Proof. Let/be the function of Lemma 2.1. It is clear that (v, f)=0

or each v e M and by (2.4), fe L. .

Lemma 2.3. X may be decomposed uniquely into the disjoint union

A=A0UA1 where (i) X0, Xx e 2,. (ii) There exists a finite invariant measure

for II equivalent to mlx . (iii) There exists {An}^T, with An/f X0, and

U,eL,Vn.

Proof. Let /j, beany finite invariant measure for II, let P=supp ,a; it is

easy to see that B e 2¿. Let a=sup{m(P)|P=supp p, p a finite invariant

measure for II}. Hence there exists a sequence of finite invariant measures

{fin}, such that m(Bn)/ a«,, where P„=sup ¡in. Define A1=|J"=i Bn and

¿=Zn=i (l/2")/<„ and then A is a finite invariant measure with supp X=

xx, m(Xx)=<x, and Xx e 2f (orPlXl=lXl, VPell). Define X0=X-XX,

assume that there exists a finite invariant measure for II, A' supported on

X0. Let supp X'=B'<^X0, then X+X is a finite invariant measure for II,

supp(/l+A') = A1uP' and w(A1uP')>a, a contradiction.
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Since X0 e 2¡¿ (and P\x = ixJ we can restrict the Markov operators of

II to (X0, Zx , mlx<¡), and apply Lemma 2.2. Formula (2.4) implies that if

O^g^/and/e L and ge L, and if 0^/, g e L, then max(/, g) e L. Let

%={A\\AeL}; clearly if O^feL and A = {f^e>0} then A e 91, if
A e 91 and B<= A then B e 91, and if A, 5 e 91 then AVBe%. Let ß=

sup{m(A)\A e 91}. There exists a sequence {An} such that m(An)/ ß. It can

be supposed that An<=An+x, V„ (if not, replace An by A'n= U£=i An, and

then A'ne% and m(A'n)/ß). Let An/ X'0. If A¿ $ S, then there exists

Peo such that {PI ̂ ^Ojd: A¿, and hence 3„, £>0 such that {Pl^n>e}d:

X¡,. Let E={PlAn>e}, \Ke L by (2.4), because for each v e M we have:

(v, 1B) = (l/e)-<v,Pl¿„> = (!/«)•<», U> = 0.

Denote ^^=^nu£, A'ne% and m(A'n)/m(X'<sv>E)>ß, a contradiction,

hence AÓ e E,-.

If AÓt^Aq, then we can restrict the Markov operators of n to (A0—AÓ,

1,x _ay» m^xa-Xt)> an^ by Lemma 2.2 there exists 913 E<^X0—X'0, denote

A'n=A„(jE, A'ne% and m(A'n)/m(X'0VJE)>ß, a contradiction. So,

X¡,=X0 and Lemma 2.3 is proved.

Lemma 2.4. Let {An} be the sequence of Lemma 2.3, part (Hi), then for

each « andfor each £>0, there exists an operator Q eñsuch that ||ßl^JL<

e.

Proof. lAn e L, hence there exist fx,f2, • ■ ■ ,fe Lx and Px, P2, • • • ,
P¡ e n such that

K/i - Pifi) + (ft - PiA) + ••• + (/,- P/ft) - \jjl < e/2.

Hence:

N     N

él Z-IpW
i»     ¿1 = 1 !2 = 1 ij = l

pyi

N     N

¿2 2-2«N

+

+

+

¿1=1 ¿2=1 ¿>=1

N     N

"     ¿1=1 ¿2=1

,      N     N

-7 J-

■tPlP2

Plifl  -  PJÙ

■ ■ *?</■ - pjù
¿i=i

N

+

2 pi1 rt2 ■ ■ ■ pHfi - pji)

i N     N-2 2-
N' ^  ^

N

J.^pX'-p','
¿1=1 ¿2=1 ¿>=1

x [(A - PJÙ + (A - PJ,) + ■ ■ ■ + (fi Pifi) - Ul
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But

N     N N N

jfs2 2---S---Sw-
¿1=1 ¿2=1 ik=l

N    N

¿;-l

N

N       N

I      I
il = l ¿2 = 1 Û-l=l ¿fc+l=l

bÎ2-î 2-2** P¿í-lp¿*+l .
k-lrk k+1

ii=\

.V
1

lN tt
,-   2^°k(fk Pkfk)
N

^2\\fk\\JN,

if Vis sufficiently large then 2||/J0O/V<£/2/for 1 =£<;;. Let

.      Ar     Af A'

e = -2 2-^W-^
^'       ¿1 = 1  ¿2 = 1 13=1

and then ||ßl^J|<e.

Lemma 2.5. Lei {^„j fee the sequence of Lemma 23, part (iii), then there

exists an operator V e Ft swcA /Aa/ lim^^a, ||F*/¿  IL=0> ^w-

Proof. By Lemma 2.4 it can be shown that there exists a sequence of

operators {öjcü such that \\QnlAn\\^ljn. Let a„ be positive numbers

such that 2™=i «„=1. Let F= ¿™=i anQn, then Ken. Given an integer TV,

denote /5=2n=ian> y=Zn=2v+i a«> /S+y=l. Define the operators

R=(Uß) 2li «non and 5= (1/y) 2%_N+1 a„ßn, P, 5 e n, ßR+yS=V,
and ||51^|L^1//V. Hence

II^JL = 11(0* + yS)*l^ll Ú ßk II.R^L + IISI^IL < ß* + IIN.

Thus for k sufficiently large we have for each 1 ̂ «^7V, || VklAJ\œ^2jNbut

TV is arbitrary, hence lim^^^ ||F*l^n||o0=0, Wn.

Theorem. Let X=X0kjX1 be as in Lemma 2.3. Then there exists an

operator U e Ft such that Xx and X0 are the conservative and dissipative

parts, respectively, for U.

Proof. Let V be as in Lemma 2.5. Define the sequence of integers {nk}

inductively:

»wi-»* + l.      IIPV    I.S-TT.       V/^fc + 1,
nx = 1, "*+i

nk+ 1

= nk, otherwise.

Clearly nk/ co, and lim*^ 11^*1^ ||=0, where {An} is the sequence of

Lemma 2.3,-part (iii). Let {ck} be the sequence of Lemma 3 of [1] such that

I2Lo c„\\ VklAJ „ < co. It is obvious that 2?_0 ck\\ VklAJ x < co for each ».
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Now let {ak} be the sequence associated with {ck} as in Lemma 2 of [1] and

let U= 2k=0akVk, then [/elland the proof of Theorem 1 of [1] shows

that 2fr=o UkiAn e Ln for each «, hence X0= Uñ=i An is contained in the

dissipative part with respect to U. On the other hand if /j, is a finite in-

variant measure for n, supported on Xx, then iiU—p, and Xx is contained in

the conservative part with respect to U.
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